infinite family of nearly tight optimal DLN's, namely {G(3(t + l)*; 3t + 2: t 2 11, have been found by several authors since 1987. However the union of all the known infinite families of optimal DLN's can not even include a DLN with N nodes for every N I 50 [l, 2, 43 . In this note we list explicitly 69 infinite families of tight optimal and 33 infinite families of nearly tight optimal DLN's such that for every N, Table 1 The case lb(N) = 3t -1, N = N( Table 2 The case lb(N) = 3t, N = N(t) Table 3 The (1) Use a geometrical consideration on a class of plane figures called L-shape tiles, and represent an L-shape tile by some indeterminate parameters.
(2) Give a simple characterization of an L-shape tile which can be implemented by a DLN. In fact, we show that the sufficient condition given in [S, Theorem 41 is also necessary.
(3) For a given N = N1 2 4, if d(N,) = lb(N,) + 1 (respectively d(N,) = lb(N,)) and there is a nearly tight (respectively tight) optimal G(N 1; sl), then we try to generate an infinite family of nearly tight (respectively tight) optimal DLN's by careful consideration, and this family contains G(N 1; sl). Our strategy works pretty well, at least for N1 I 300.
The details of our approach will appear elsewhere.
